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APPLIED INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION IN A CROSS-CULTURAL
CONTEXT: THE USE OF INTERPRETERS AS AN INTERROGATION
TECHNIQUE WHEN INTERVIEWING SPANISH SPEAKING INDIVIDUALS

The intelligence cvemunity of the United States military collects

information in a variety of ways. This paper will focus en the

collection of information from human sources. Specifically, sourdes

who require the use of a spanish speaking interpreter. ApPlication

with spanish speaking sources is if particular concern due to U.S. :

involvement in Central America. However, the Aynamica to be covered

wouli be relevant with a source speaking any foreign language.

While the term interrogation sometimes conjures visions of

physical coercion, this paper will "(sal with the process as applied

interpersonal communication in cross-cultural context (as approve"

by the Geneva Conventions). The primary source of information use" in

this paper is nal" Manual 34-52, Intelligence Interrogation. It was

publisher! by the 1)epartment of the Army (May, 1987). Information

presente" is unclassified an" is approve" for public release.

Ilistribution is unlimiteA.

The author is a Captain in the U.S. Air Force Intelligence

Service (Reserve) and has complete" the Basic Interrogation Course

Were" by the ilepartment of the Army. Re has also receive" aAMitional

interrogation training in Human Relation!: Intelligence (HUMINT) from

the Air Farce. It will be helpful to "escribt primary oansilerationa

in the interrogation 9recees before a"Aressing the specific use of an

interpreter. This Piscuseien will provitle a relevant backdrop for

interpreter use issues.

Interrogation iswthe art of questioning ant examining a source'
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to obtain the maximum amount of usable information." Sources may be

civilian internees insurgents, defectors, refugees, AisplaceA

persona, anA agents or suspected agents. The goal of any interrogation

is *to obtain usable anA reliable information, in a lawful manner anA

in the least amount of time, which meets intelligence requiramentsof

any echelon of commanA." The interrogatioa sboulA grothise information

which is *timely, completes clear, anA accurate*1

There are five principles of interrogation: initiative, accuracy,

prohibition against force, anA security. These principles apply to

any type of intelligence interrogation.

Each interrogation has a definite objective. This objective is

baseA en the collection of information which will satisfy the

intelligence needs of the supperteA unit's aissien. The ..mterregation

must regarA this objective as primary. It will serve as a basis for

planning any cerAucting the interrogation.

Initiative is emphasize' as the interrogator must remain in

chtrge throughent the interrogation. If the seurce-is able to take

control of the interrogation this can have a Airect negative impact on

the information gathering process.

The interrogator must show concern for obtaining accurate

information from the source. A common preceAure is to repeat questions

at varying intervals. However, the interregater should net try to

act as an analyst. His/her primary mission is to collect information,

but net evaluate it.

The use of force is prehibiteA at all times in the interrogation

process. It is prohibited by law any is neither autherizeA nor

conAemel by the United States government. The use of force is also



inefficient as it can force the source to say whatever he/she thinks

the interrogator wants to hear.

The iiterregater vast be aware of security issues relevant to his/

her position. II/she works with a great Aeal of classified information

aaA must be careful not to reveal such information to sources. HO/she

must also be eensitivotte any attempts by sources to illicit

ieformatiesa

The aforementlemeA principles of interrogation proviAe general

areas which the interrogator must be concerneA with as he/she works

to cenAuct a successful interrogation. Additionally, there are five

primary interrogation phases which emphasise mere specific Aetail

regarAing the collection of information: planning and preparation,

approach, questie,;.ng, termination, and reporting.

The planning anA preparation phase lays the groundwork for the

interrogation process. Considerations in this preceAure iucluAe the

source's mental anA physical condition, the source's backgrounA, the

objective of the interrogation, and the interrelationahip of source

and interrogator personalities. The questioning of guartis, for

example,. helps the interrogator learn about the source before meeting

him/her face to face.

The approach phase ii unique to each interrogation but all

approaches share a nunber of common purposes. These inclAe: ,stablinh

anA maintain control, establish and maintain rapport, anA manipulation

of the source's emotions and weaknesses to gain his/her willing cooperation.

This phase is based en appropriate source assessment, eneethtransitions,

and recognition of source breaking point.

The questioning phase usually begins whet the source starts to
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answerquestions relevant to specific interrogation objectives,

although he/01e nay have alrealy answereA less pertinent questions.

There are many areas of aegAmodmin this phase, such as the use of

Airect questions, appropriate follewup questions, repeating questions

to insure accuracy, anA-avoiAance of ambiguous or leaAing questions.

Map trabkiag (using a asp to pinpoint specific locations anA progress-

ions) is helpful in insuring consistenzy, accuracy, an,' unAerstanAing

in this phase.

The termination phase can be initiateA for a variety of reasons,

such as the source is uncooperative, all pertinent information has been

obtaineA, tine ceastrainte, etc. This phase should be confteteA

without any less of rapport sine, the source nay be questioneA again

by the same interrogator or a Aifferent interrogator. Me /she shoulA

be tole' his/her information will be checkeA for truthfulness and a

final opportuntty to change or all any information whoulA be offered.

The final phase involves reporting information of intelligence

value to the appropriate agency. Each military branch Aictates the

types of forms anA preceRures mem in this phase. RegarAless,

reporting information shoulA not be confuseA with evaluating information.

If the interrogator floes net speak the source's language than

an interpreter aunt be used. Thus, the interrogation process becomes

applioA interpersonal communication in a cross-cultural context involving

a thin! party. The third party being fluent in the languages spoke

by the interrogator sae' the source.

Interrogation spanishopeakitng'. sources tby,eaglish_speaking

interrogators, using bilingual (english-spanish) interpreters, continues

to be a realistic scenario Atm is contiausA U.S. Involvement in Central
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America. Analysis of this interrogation vituatiom oviAonces the mewl

for interpersonal sensitivity by the interrogator.

Using an interpreter is a lengthy process since the interpreter

must repeat everything saiA by the interrogator an4 the source. This

requires consiAorable unArstanAing between the interrogator .anA the

interpreter.

There are verbal anA nonverbal communication elements which are

central to a successful interrogation using an interpreter. A primary

verbal concern Aeals with the approach usA by the interpreter to

convey interrogator statements. Nonverbal concerns Aoals with

vocalice, proxemics, ecculesic, anA kinesic cnsiAeratinm. The

interpreter neeAs to serve as a bridge of unAerstanAing, Verbally anA

nonverbally, between interrogator and source.

A fumAamental tenet f this process Aictates the source must

unAerstanA the interrogator, not the interpreter, is in charge. This

receives equal emphasis in the verbal anA nonverba' areas.

There are two metheAs of interpretation: simultaneous anA alternate.

Using the simultaneous notheA, the interpreter listens anA translates

at the sane time the interrogator speaks. Using the alternate metheaf

the interpreter listens to an entire phrase (paragraph, etc.) anA

perioAically translates wring natural pauses. The emultaneous

metheA shoulA be umeA only if the sentence structure of the source

language is part-11.1 to english, the interpreter can easily imitate the

intrregaterls tone anA attituAe, anA the interpreter is very fluent

in both languages.

Vocalic consiAeratiens emphasise the interpreter neeAs to use

interrogation content, tone of voice, inflection, anA intent. Ho/she



- ghoul, met inject any of his/her own personality er

Proxemic concerns focus en the physical arrangeaent of the three

inAividuala. The preferred arrangement is to have the interrogator anti

soiree facing each ether with the interpreter behinA the source. This

improves the interrogator's control as he/She san eimultaaeously

interact with the source and interpreter. This also Aiscourages the

source from fixating en the interpreter as a person.

When the interrogator first nets with the source, the source

ehsulI be instructeA to maintain eye contact with the interrogator.

Eye contact (ecculesics) helps builA a strong base of rapport beteen

interrogator anti genres.

Kinesice seals with various types of boAy movements. Kinesica

is especially important in situations when tho source must leek at

the interpreter, such as mtp'tracking for instance. Miring such times,

the interpreter sheulA imitate the kinesic behaviors of the interrogator

as closely as possible. Otherwise, contradictory messages can be

sent.

Prier to the interrogation, the interrogator shoulA learn as much as

possible about the nonverbal behavior norms of the source's home

country. Knowledge of source nonverbal behaviors can become very

important sin's nonverbal norms are uniquely greumAeA is each culture.

Thus, the interrogator who is ineeasitive to source nonverbal norms

may unknowingly seal contradictory meanings.

Physical Aietaac, body gestures, eye contact, pauses, and

clothing, for inataaes, affect the nonverbal cLtiaato within which the

iaterregatien takes place. Thus, the informed interrogator sheulA be

aware of prexemic, kinesic, occulosic, vocalic, ant objectie &erns

8
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of the source's native country.

There are ever twenty appreabhes which can be useA when constructing

the question sequence and desired interpersonal climate of the

interrogation. Each approach dictates Eatinite behaviors which must

be cemmuaieated, verbally anA nenverbally,_by the interrogator (and

through his/her interpreter) .

The most Gammon, anA nest successful approach, is called the

"direct apprbach". Ironically, the direct approach is frequantly

referred to as ne approach at all. It merely involves asking questions

in a straight ferwarA manner. nue to its effectiveness, anA simplicity,

the Airect approavahbiad be useA first.

IleyenA the direct approach, the approaches vary considerably in

intensity and complexity. The variety of approaches are exemplifieA

in some of the following descriptions.

The "incentive approach" involve, rewarding the source for his/her

cooperation. It is important to ensure the rewards serve to reinforce

positive behavior.

The "emotional hate approach" focuses on the source's bitter

feelings towards his/her superiors, fellow soldiers, unit or country.

For exemplar this approach might be effective with a source who has

been conscripted and forced into battle.

The "pride anA ego flown approaCh" is based on the interrogator

attacking the source's sense of personal worth. For instance, questioning

his /her ability as a soldier for letting him/herself be captured and

how be/she'might have negatively affected his /her unit and fellow

solAiert.

The ?file eM flossier approach" is when the interrogator convinces

'7



the source he/sbe already Bows everything about the source. and just

needs to find out some minor details. This approach is based on

strategic exaggeration and manipulation of what little informatics

the interrogator might have about the source.

Again,

exemplify s

different

The

there are a wide variety of approadhes and the aforementioned

ome of the comma approaches. Nmch approach dictates

emphasis on interpersonal communication variables.

interrogation process is a very complicated form of inter-

.personal communication. The process is further complicated when the

interr

commo

when

thir

to

ogator and source are from different countries and do not share

n communication norms. The process becomes even more complicated

the interrogator and source do not speak the sane language and a

A party is introduced to interpret. Such a situation is exemplified

Any with continued L.S. involvement in Central America.

The use of bilingual (english-spanish) interpreter!, when used

correctly, definitely enhances applied interpersonal communication in

this cross - cultural context. As a professor of interpersonal oommusication,

the author feels study of such istaractioeis beneficial as it serves to

ground interpersonal theory in concrete terms (causes and effects).

This type of application enhances his teaching and research efforts.

The examples discussed in this paper are especially unique due to the

complexity of the interpersonal exchanges described.

10
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Notes

1. Field Manual 3h-52, Intelligence Interrogation. Department of the

Army (May, 1987), p. 1-0.
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Gordon, 1985), and that people who are higher in instrumental (masculie)

sex-role orientation are higher in trait argumentativeness than those who

are high in expressive (feminine), androgynous, or undifferentiated sex-roles

(Ranter & i985). Recently Onyekwere, Rubin, and Infante

(1987) found that high, argumentatives are perceived as more competent communi-

cators than low argumentatives, that there is greater communication satisfaction

when interacting with high argumentatives, that high argumentatives are seen as

more trustworthy, and that the situational factor of ego-involvement with the

topic increases the motivation to argue of both high and low argumentatives.

Onyekwere, Rubin, and Infante also note that high argumentatives w.re

"perceived as more appropriate and effective" possibly "due to higher

motivational tendencies which often result in better performance, higiier

complexity of thought, and more appropriate social behaviors" (p. 22). The

authors wisely note, however, that this conclusion is limited to argumentative

situations, and cite Rubin (1985) in suggesting that in non-argumentative

situations, "argumentative performance would be perceived as inappropriate

or unrelated to the context" (p. 23). Consist:ant with this interpretation,

Waggenspack and Hensley (1987) found that "people seem to prefer associating

with a nonargumentative person in situations which are low in conflict and

nonaggressive" and that both men and women share preferences to "associate

with argumentative or nonargumero-ative persons in various interpersonal situations

(p. 1). Precisely what makes a situation argumentative or nonargumentative,

however, is not indicated very clearly by either set of authors. Indeed,

it is questionable that any situation is really nonargumentative. Analysis

of conversational argumentation (Jacobs & Jackson, 1981, 1982; Jackson &

13
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Jacobs, 1980, 1981; Jackson, Jacobs, Burrell, & Allen, 1986; T rapp and Hoff,

1985; Trapp, 1986), analysis cf children's argumentation (O'Keeie and Benoit,

1982; Benoit, 1983, 1986), investigation of argument at the cog

("argumento": Hample, 1980, 1981, 1982a, 1982b, 1985, 1986), and

analysis of the nature of argumentation by argumentation theorists

(1958; Toulmin, Rieke, & Janik, 1984; Perelman & OlbrechtsTyteca,

nitive level

ontemporary

(Toulmin

1969;

Willard, 1983) all indicate that argumentation is pervasive throughout human

communication, not being limited to clear and obvious arguments since

may be presented in a largely nonverbal fashion, they are characterize

understanding by the participants that they are engaged in an argument

arguments

d by an

as much

or more than by their form or situation, and they are present in ongoing

-ognitive processing. This points out not just the difficulty in distingu

a n nargumentative situation from an argumentative one, it also indicates

difficulty of maintaining a clear distinction between content oriented and

relationally oriented argumentation since argument is not always identified

by traditional logical forms.

Infante, Rancer, and their colleagues have done some interesting and in

many ways exemplary research which has yielded very intriguing results.

Unfortu "ately, however, their research is based on a very traditional and

questionable view of argumentation tha- stresses logic and stems from Cartesian

assumptions and dichotomies, rather than being based on as understanding of

contemporary argumentation theory and research. They seem to view argument

as formal and clearly distinct from relational aspects and situations in

communication, although they fail to clarify precisely what they mean by

"argument." Since a number of theoretical articles have worked to clarify

Wishing

the

14
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a number of senses of "argument," and extensive research has been done on

informal and cognitive aspects of argumentation, this lack of attention to

theoretical grounding in argumentation theory has been unfortunate. The

general direction that argumentation as a field has been taking roughly

fits Delia's (1970) argument that reasoning be "understood as based on

the natural tendency of the psychological field to maintain a coherent and

harmonious relationship among its affective, cognitive, and behavioral

elements" (p. 144). Although the research has taken va-ied directions, it

has largely followed Delia's call for rejection of Cartesian dichotomies

and categorization that separates cognition and emotion. The research on

argumentativeness clearly defies this trend, and by so doing yields

normative, pedagogical, and theoretical implications that are important

to critically examine.

NORMATIVE AND PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

The preceding description and anal_ a of the conceptualization and

research on argumentativeness has indicated a number of normative and

pedagogical implications: (1) success or failure of argumentation lies in

the perception of the arguer (2) argumentativeness apparently is a learned

skill as well as a trait (a theoretical paradox to be considered later)

(3) high trait argumentativeness is desirable in that it is correlated with

many positive attributes such as flexibility, interest, expertise, dynamism,

willingness to argue, argumentative skill, resistance to provocation to use

verbal aggression, motivation to argue, superiority as supervisors, competency

as communicators, producing of more communication satisfaction, being seen

as more trustworthy, and being more appropriate and effective in argumentative

15
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situations (4) high trait argumentativeness has only v f(!w undesirable

correlations such as verbosity and possibly limited desirability and

effectiveness in nonargumentative situations (although, importantly, the

research has not investigated this line of inquiry) and (5) high argumentative-

ness is associated with people having a masculine (instrumental) c,ex-role

orientation. All of this suggests that high argumentativeness is a very

desirable trait which people can acquire through training. Indeed, Infante's

new textbook (1988) appears to be an attempt to develop pedagogical materials

to provide such training.

Normative and pedagogical implications also are emerging from closely

related research on verbal aggressiveness (Infante & Wigley, 1986), which is

conceived of as having either a constructive or a destructive form (p. 62).

The conceptualization is that assertiveness and argumentativeness constitute a

constructive aggressiveness that produces satisfaction and enhancement of

interpersonal relationships, while hostility and verbal aggressiveness

constitute a destructive aggressiveness that produces interpersonal dissatisfac-

tion and relational deterioration (p. 62). Thus persons high in argumentative-

ness are thought to promote relational development and satisfaction, while

those high in verbal aggressiveness promote relational deterioration and

dissatisfaction.

Thus a value system for certain kinds of communicative behavior emerges

out of the descriptive research on argumentativeness and verbal aggression.

This value system also provides a pedagogical incentive to "correct" "bad"

communication behavior, which also happens to be largely non-masculine

behavior. On its surface it appears that "objective inquiry" has led to

16
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descriptive results which in turn suggest normative and pedagogical implications.

The line of inquiry into argumentativeness thus serves as an exemplar of how the

field derives "ought" from "is" (see Searle, 1969, pp. 175-198; White, 1981;

Johnson, 1987, pp. 205-212). The apparent value of these normative and

pedagogical implications is that they appear to be based on an "objective

inquiry" into communication.

At least two things are disturbing about the ability to derive normative

implications from the descriptive research on argumentativeness. First, this

suggests that the clear separation of "is" and "ought" breaks down, and with

it any traditional notion of objectivity along with the rest of the Cartesian

dichotomies (Searle, 1969; White, 1981; Johnson, 1987). Second, if the

distinction breaks down in the "is" to "ought" direction, it may also break

down in the "ought" to "is" direction. In large part our descriptive research

results may stem from normative and pedagogical assumptions. We would be

especially advised to critically examine research when it yields results which

the field would desire, as does argumentativeness research. There is a strong

possibility that underlying normative and pedagogical assumptions have

influenced the conceptualization,
measurement, and research which in turn yields

results that "objectively" confirm the underlying normative and pedagogical

assumptions. This cycle from normative to descriptive and back to normative

appears to have occurred in argumentativeness research.

How and why argumentativeness research has generated normative/pedagogical

implications is instructive. One reason the research has generated its

normative/pedagogical implications is due to the choice of basing the

conceptualization of argumentativeness on the traditional view of argumentation

as something which is logical. Underlying the inquiry is a set of traditional
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normative assumptions abcut argumentation that see it as positive, logical,

formal, issue-oriented, and separate from emotion and interpersonal relation-

ships: the presupposed clear boundaries between content and relationship,

logic-reason and emotion, and argument and personal attack function to protect

the positive, valued nature of argumentation. These normative assumptions

induce researchers to ignore questions about whether and how argumentation

and relational-emotional communication can interact. Whether argument can be

used to establish relational dominance and thereby attack the other person's

self-concept is a question that never arises given the inquiry's normative

assumptions, and the study of people who tend to respond to argumentative

situations in a relational-emotional way is bound to generate negative

evaluations of such a trait. A more fruitful line of inquiry might have been

to explore how people differ in the degree to which they see and use connected-

ness of content and relational issues in arguing. Such a line of inquiry would

of course have its own normative assumptions, but ones which would be based on

contemporary argumentation theory. The choice is not whether to have normative

assumptions that deeply underlie the basis for inquiry, but which normative

assumptions appear most reasonable and acceptable as starting points for inquiry.

A second reason for the inquiry's normative/pedagogical implications is due

to the assumption that argumentativeness can be seen as both trait and state

while remaining consistent with traditional argumentation assumptions. The

traditional argumentation assumptions clearly differentiate content (issue

oriented) communicative behavior from relational (personal verbal attack)

communication. The assumption that argumentativeness is a trait leads to an

inquiry into whether people differ in their tendency to respond to communicative

situations in an issue oriented, content way. Given the content/relationship

S
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dichotomy, those with a low issue orientation are seen as failing to be able to

argue effectively and having to resort to relational communication (personal

attack), which is seen as illegitimate and ineffective argumentation. The

apparent viability of the dichotomy and the view of the nature and value of the

trait is strengthened by the view of argumentativeness as also being a state,

recognizing that whether individuals approach arguments in specific situations

is at least partially dependent on the individuals' perceptions of the probabil-

ity and importance of success in that situation. Consequently, the observation

that in various specific situations high argumentatives avoid argument or use

relational-emotional communication to respond to argumentative situations cannot

effectively be used to refute the dichotomy and trait claims. The inclusion of

argumentativeness as a state, combined with the assumption that "legitimate"

arguments do not attack the credibility of the source of opposition arguments

(which is based on the assumption that argumentation is logical) functions to

protect the content/relationship dichotomy and the view of argumentativeness as

a trait and serves to generate negative evaluations of those who frequently

respond relationally to argumentative situations.

A third reason for the inquiry's normative/pedagogical implications is the

assumption that argumentativeness can be both a trait and a learned skill.

Underlying the inquiry are two inconsistent metaphors: a mechanistic metaphor

which informs the trait perspective and an organic, developmental metaphor which

informs the skills perspective. Both of the basic metaphors of functionalist

research are employed in the inquiry, and this results in an inconsistency (see

Putnam, 1982). Adding the organic, developmental metaphor to the mechanistic

metaphor enables the inquiry to more readily generate pedagogical implications

even though there is considerable tension between the view of argumentativeness

as a stable personality trait and argumentativeness as a skill which can be

19
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developed.

Although research on argumentativeness appears to confirm tl_a centuries-old

"commonsense knowledge" that successful arguers enjoy arguing and are adept at

remaining "cool and rational" during an argument, while others do not share this

inclination and suffer the consequences of "emotion and irrationality" when

unable to avoid an argument, the empirical research itself is based on normative

assumptions that underlie this Cartesian "commonsense knowledge." Thus

normative judgements have been used which inform the direction of inquiry and

the results of descriptive research which in turn support and extend the

original normative judgements. This is not a cr-I.ticism unique to argumentative-

ness research, however. Because the Cartesian separation of organism and

environment, of objectivity and subjectivity, of mind and body, of reason and

emotion, etc., breaks down, this interpenetration of the descriptive and the

normative/pedagogical exists to varying degrees in all empirical (and non-

empirical) research.
2

Our task is to employ careful criticism to uncover its

existence and question underlying normative/pedagogical assumptions in order to

continue inquiry with the most reasonable and acceptable normative assumptions

available to our contemporary understanding.3



NOTES

1

Indeed, in developing the content/relationship distinction Watzlawick,

Beavin, and Jackson (1967. pp. 51-54) note the interrelationship of content

and relationship, with relational communication performing a metacommunicative

function for content communication.

2
See Johnson (1987), Lakoff (1987) and Lakoff and Johnson (1980) for an

emerging epistemology that combines realism and pragmatism while rejecting

Cartesian assumptions. As Johnson notes (pp. 205-212), however, the rejection

of Cartesian objectivism does not mean the rejection of realism.

3
I want to thank Joe Scudder for helpful comments xi an earlier version of

this paper.
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